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' (6) If the flow of power decreases along the line, every line
element receives more power at one end than it gives off at the
other end. That is, energy is supplied to the line elements by
the flow of power, and the stored energy of the line element thus
decreases at a slower rate than corresponds to its power dissipation
by r and g. Or, in other words, a part of the power dissipated in
the line element is supplied by the flow of power along the line,
and only'a part supplied by the stored energy.
Since the current and voltage would decrease by the term €""wi,
if the line element had only its own stored energy available, when
receiving energy from the power flow the decrease of current and
voltage would be slower, that is, by a term
hence the exponential decrement u is decreased to (u — $), and s
then is the exponential coefficient corresponding to the energy
supply by the flow of power.
Thus, while u is called the dissipation constant of the circuit, s
may be called the power-transfer constant of the circuit,
Inversely, however, in its propagation along the circuit, X, such
a traveling wave must decrease in intensity more rapidly than
corresponds to its power dissipation, by the same factor by which
it increased the energy supply of the line elements over which it
passed. That is, as function of the distance, the factor €~"aX must
enter.* In other words, such a traveling wave, in passing along
the line, leaves energy behind in the line elements, at the rate
e + a*, and therefore decreases faster in the direction of progress
by €"~ *\ That is, it scatters a part of its energy along its path
of travel, and thus dies down more rapidly with the distance of
travel.
Thus, in a traveling wave of decreasing power flow, the time
decrement is changed to e~(«-*)<, and the distance decrement e"*"tX
added, and the equation of a traveling wave of decreasing power
flow thus is
i«io6~<v-0«6-«xoos(0_w	)
e=eo6Mw-s)^x€OS^	J (ll)
* Due to the use of the velocity unit of length X» distance and time, are
given th© same units, k «• Xoj and the time decrement, «+**, and the distance
decrement, l~»x, give the same coefficient s in the exponent. Otherwise, the
velocity of propagation would enter as factor in the exponent.

